
Pitt-Greensburg 36 39.6%

Seton Hill 2 2.2%

Saint Vincent 2 2.2%

Pitt Main 6 6.6%

Penn State 2 2.2%

IUP 3 3.3%

Robert Morris 5 5.5%

A branch campus of Penn State 3 3.3%

A different branch campus of Pitt 3 3.3%

WCCC 0 0%

CCAC 2 2.2%

Point Park 0 0%

Carlow 1 1.1%

Chatham 0 0%

Carnegie Mellon 1 1.1%

Saint Francis 2 2.2%

WVU 1 1.1%

CCBC 0 0%

Other 22 24.2%

91 responses
View all responses

Summary

What college or university do you attend?

What is your age?

Edit this form

24.2%

39.6%

theupginsider@gmail.com

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ow-thE1ALn2mpwCfy6hkMsD_52h1Z6lzX2QZimqT69Y?usp=forms_web_l#gid=1293874713
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/181NxwsvxnyASMZG6czac9zCMr1VUZDY75Nb9jAMhj8E/edit


Male 26 28.6%

Female 65 71.4%

Transgender, identify as male 0 0%

Transgender, identify as female 0 0%

Freshman (0 - 29 credits) 19 20.9%

Sophomore (30 - 59 credits) 12 13.2%

Junior (60 - 89 credits) 34 37.4%

Senior (90 - 120 credits) 18 19.8%

Super-Senior (any amount of credits, but have been in school for 5 years or more) 8 8.8%
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What is Your Gender?

What year of schooling are you currently in?

71.4%

28.6%

20.9%

19.8%

37.4%

13.2%



A female looking for males 59 64.8%

A male looking for females 23 25.3%

A male looking for males 4 4.4%

A female looking for females 2 2.2%

A male looking for males and females 0 0%

A female looking for males and females 3 3.3%

Other 0 0%

When looking for partners are you

What do you consider a "date" to entail?

A formal activity that two people who are interest or attraction in each other.

A date would be a special (preferably romantic) activity with that one specific person. College

is busy, so it means a lot to have two parties set everything aside to focus on each other.

Spending alone time with a partner. Both aware it is a "date."

Going out with a guy and doing stuff just the two of you

Going out and spending time with each other

A fun time spent one on one together, but agreed by both parties that it is a date!

Any type of activity that is with a girlfriend or a potential girlfriend

going out with someone and doing something like get dinner or watch a movie without anyone

else.

Physically going somewhere and doing something, such as dinner and a movie, not just

getting food at the cafeteria

A personal hang out. As in, dinner, movies, a walk. Something where two people show

interest and want to explore it more in a casual setting.

dinner, movie, baseball game, etc.

A date is when two people choose to spend time with each other based upon romantic

interest with the other person.

I think a date is going out to a nice place like a museum or art gallery. I think getting food is a

nice aspect as well- but the most important thing is making a connection.

25.3%

64.8%



Go out with a girl, after talking for a while, hang out, talk. Can include an activity, ranging from

coffee to rock climbing. Both people know its a date beforehand

A place where we can sit down and talk to each other and get to know one another.

Dinner included

Two people that decide to spend time together in order to get to know each other better or

form a greater connection with one another.

Something that doesn't feel tense or forced. Doesn't have to be dinner, but it does have to be

something where I'm intimate with the person. Sex is not warranted. Sex is not something you

do on a date. It's a separate event.

A date would include some type of outing, such as dinner and a movie. There would be a lot

of "getting to know you" conversation and sharing about each other. For me, now, getting a

drink after would probably be included. The night would end sometime before midnight with a

hug good bye.

Both parties have to know it's a date. They go out somewhere alone, unless it is specified as

a double date. The guy pays for either the food or the movie or whatever. If they go

somewhere that no paying is involved, the guy at least makes the plans. After a relationship is

official, costs and planning can be split between boyfriend and girlfriend.

Him picking me up and then drives me somewhere to eat. Then after we do something fun

like go see a movie or a walk around Pittsburgh. When the night is over, he drives me home

and walks me to the door.

An opportunity to get to know someone a bit more, someone for whom you have romantic

intentions. Later in the game, it could mean furthering a romantic relationship in some way,

just hanging out or making out or whatever.

A date is when a person asks another person to go out with them. They can go to dinner, a

movie, or any other activity such as bowling. Even just sitting alone talking with each other

getting to know the person better can be considered a date.

Hanging out with the person who asked you on a date. It doesn't have to be super fancy, it

can be causal.

Two people enjoying a similar hobby while learning more about one another to determine if

future encounters should occur.

Some sort of romantic hang outt with the intention of getting to know the person on a

personal/personality level and to see if their personalities match or clash.

Going out and having fun. Dinner and a walk around the mall or park.

Going out sand spending time together whether it be dinner and a movie, mini-golf, taking a

walk, or even just being together and talking over ice cream.

Both parties know it's a "date" beforehand Dinner, drinks, movie, etc. Not lunch.

Two people who are attracted to each other hanging out doing something such as eating

dinner or going to a movie.

A date entails two people who have mutual feelings for one another to get to know more



about the other person.

Something cute although that doesn't tend to happen anymore. I believe that the guy should

pick the girl up, come into my house, meet my family and shake my fathers hand. I guess you

can say I am old fashioned. I just want to have a good time we don't have to go somewhere

fancy just make me smile (:

Spending time with someone, with the intentions of it leading to something more, be that sex

or a relationship

A movie, dinner, coffee break, etc

Thoughtful place to spend time together, thoughtful or paid activities just the two of us

dinner and a movie

An outing consisting of two people romantically interested in each other or considering the

other for a romantic relationship. It usually includes a social event such as a dinner, movie,

party, sport, etc.

A period of time spent between two people who share a mutual like of each other.

going out of the house and doing something with one person for at least an hour. the two

parties should have mutual feelings of affection-- a date is more the person than the activity.

An organized time and date set where you go to dinner and then some sort of activity

afterwards.

Picking the girl up and hanging out

A consensual meeting between two or more people that has been pre-planned.

one partner inviting another partner on an outing with the romantic interest and desire to get

to know the other.

Going somewhere with your girlfriend or a potential girlfriend for dinner or something of that

caliber.

Doesn't matter who pays, as long as it is discussed before hand...going somewhere or doing

something that is not in the typical everyday encounter

I view a date as when the guy asks a girl to go out. It could be dinner, a movie, an amusement

park, froyo, and he offers to pay. I know so old fashioned! Both party's have to be aware it's a

date

daytime date: lunch at a park or if its cold, then lunch somewhere public. a long walk after

(doesn't matter where) where we can talk and get to know each other. evening date: a nice

dinner that we can bond over, then a movie *at a theater not apartment/dorm* where we can

get cozy

One person asking another person out and the date would be more formal than a hang out

such as dinner at a restaurant.

Picking me up at my house. Dinner. Walking around town.

A date is basically when two people hang out to see if they have the potential chemistry for a

romantic relationship, or for any kind of relationship. If in a relationship, it's a time of bonding

and being together. The location of the date itself depends on both people involved. Typical



first date locations I enjoy are movies, mini-golf, (amusement parks but that rarely happens),

restaurants, and a cuddle session (which may be too soon if you REALLY like someone

romantically, and not just in a lusty way).

A date should be going out with someone and having a good time.

A date is when two people attempt to get to know each other under different social conditions

with a potential romantic inclination, whether staying at home watching a movie or going out

to a movie or scubadiving, whether in a group setting or just the two of them.

Unless it's specifically a double date, it's assumed that both people are alone together. Any

time spent together that is specifically set aside is a "date" in my eyes - going out, eating,

staying in, Netflix. The key component is that it is time specifically set aside for only the other

person, with whom there is some romantic attachment.

Dinner, a movie, relaxing. Just be able to be yourself.

Two people hanging out who like each other

A nice gentleman, him driving, either going to a movie, having dinner somewhere, or another

fun activity

Dinner and some other sort of activity like a movie.

Polite conversation, a fun activity, good memories, getting to know one another better

A date is when two people meet in a mutual location to do an activity. It could be going out to

eat or to a movie. It could be going to someones house to cook dinner together or another

activity. The main objective is to get to know each other.

Two people getting to know each other while doing an activity like eating, movie, etc.

A gentleman asking a girl or vise versa out in person to go somewhere public.

Going out. Having a nice time with someone with romantic intentions

Two people who are interested in having a potential relationship going to dinner or a movie or

anything other event together.

A date can range from sitting at home alone with your partner watching a nice dinner along

with a movie and a game night to a nice night out with dinner or an activity you and your

partner enjoy.

Taking a girl to a restaurant and maybe a movie every once in awhile. Another thing that I

always do is just stay home and watch movies together or go out and play soccer.

I consider a date to entail the guy coming to pick me up and us going out to dinner or

somewhere fun.

Spending time with significant other or crush. Usually going out to eat or see a movie, but it

does not have to be. Any planned activity.

It involves two people going out and doing something they both enjoy or trying something

new. Normally with the "date" at least offering to pay for the other.

a date is when two people hangout with eachother

Going out with someone, or spending and evening with a person you are interested in.



Going to a "nicer" place to eat. Being alone, having conservations, possibly ending in a kiss.

Planning to go out with another person to an event or to eat at a restaurant, with flirting and

shown interest.

Going out for a beer.

Just two people spending quality time together doing something together they don't on a

normal basis (I.e you don't go to the movies everyday or get dinner together on a regular

basis)

Going to a nice dinner and talking about things that interest you, and whoever you are on the

date with. Or doing whatever you want but point being you get to talk to the person and see

what they are like.

A date is something that is planned out between two people. Doesn't really matter what you

do for the date but it is with two people and they have established that they are interested in

each other.

A guy asking a girl to go to a public place, like dinner or a movie, and it just being the two of

you.

Going out together. Whether it is a movie, dinner, amusement park, shopping, coffee, etc.

spending time with someone who fits your description of a partner (ex: if you're a female

looking for a male) with set intent that it is a date

To me a date is going out to eat or doing something with someone.

Going out to dinner or some sort of social event. Social events such as mini golfing, or the

movies.

Going somewhere getting to know someone with intentions of pursuing a further relationship.

Fun with 1 other person

The casual dinner where the male picks up the female, holds open doors for her and pays for

the meal followed by the end of the date make out session.

Well both people have to decide that it is a date ahead of time, or already be boyfriend and

girlfriend. Pretty much anytime you go out with your boyfriend or girlfriend its a date. Typically,

I would say it entails dinner and a movie, but there are many other possibilities as well. You

could go to an event together, a museum, a picnic in the park. There's usually physical

touching and deep conversations.

Going out for dinner, maybe a movie, having some drinks, going to a date party.

When two interested parties spend intimate time together doing practically anything. To

further clarify, when I say intimate I mean the word in its traditional definition; personal and

close, not sexual. A "date" should be clear that it is so and not just "hanging out." The date

simulates what it would be like to be in a relationship with this person to see if the parties

want to continue to pursue each other. Realistically, it is a relationship trial run.

Typically going out to eat, and some other activity; be it a movie, a hike, etc...

Generally an outing of around 1 to 3 (more or less) hours in which the people dating do things

with each other in order to build up their relationship with each other.



Within the last month 46 50.5%

Within the last six months 19 20.9%

Within the last year 8 8.8%

I have never been on a date 9 9.9%

Other 9 9.9%

Yes 29 31.9%

No 62 68.1%

Being able to spend time with a person, getting to know each other

Go out and spend time with someone you are romantically interested in

Using your definition of a "date," when was the last time you went on a date?

Have you ever used a dating website or dating app?

If you said yes to the above question, which websites and apps have you used?

9.9%
20.9%

50.5%

68.1%

31.9%



Tinder 22 24.2%

PlentyofFish 5 5.5%

eHarmony 2 2.2%

Zoosk 0 0%

Badoo 1 1.1%

match.com 2 2.2%

ChristianMingle.com 0 0%

OkCupid 6 6.6%

Grinder 2 2.2%

I have not used dating websites or apps 61 67%

Other 3 3.3%

Chatting with new people 24 26.4%

Looking for a long term partner 12 13.2%

Looking for someone to hook-up with 4 4.4%

To see if I can get more matches or messages than my friends 7 7.7%

I do not use dating websites or apps 61 67%

Other 3 3.3%

What do you use dating apps and websites for?

When using dating websites or apps, what criteria do you use when making
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Appearance (are they attractive) 4 4.4%

Common interests 1 1.1%

Both 24 26.4%

I don't use dating websites or apps 61 67%

Other 1 1.1%

matches?

In your mind, what is considered a relationship?

Monogamous sexual involvement between two people.

Spending time together doing things you both love and only with that person. Also, showing

signs of effection.

Being completely exclusive with someone. Not having any women or men "on the side"

A relationship is considered a relationship when both people involved think it's one. For

example a guy asking a girl to be his official girlfriend, or a girl asking a guy to be her official

boyfriend. The two spend a lot of time together, communicate over technology a lot, and just

enjoy each other.

A relationship is when two people are emotionally involved with each other.

Being committed to a single person.

A state of being when two people share and express a mutual fondness of each other that

goes beyond platonic friendship.

Someone who makes you happy, you feel comfortable around and who shares common goals

and interests

Both people decide it is a relationship. You have feelings for them, go on dates, meet their

family, talk to them a lot. Lots of physical interaction.

exclusive monogamous relationship that could possibly lead to marriage in the future

A relationship is a great hing that you find person you love an call your best friend and you

can always laugh and love together comfortably.

Both people have romantic interest in the other and they have both openly acknowledged that

they are "together" regardless of the name they give it (or do not give)

commitment to one person

67%

26.4%



When a mutual feeling is developed between two people that is considered more than just

friends & both want the relationship to continue and grow.

Relationships are the agreed status of two people that commit to one another.

When you and another have a silent understanding that you want to hang out together all the

time. Also, "no side bitches".

two people who are committed to only each other. Monogamous. Only sexual with each other.

A relationship is two people who care about each other in some way. You can be in a

relationship without even realising it, by talking to the person all the time and wanting to tell

that person everything even when it is a small detail or they are not there.

Where two people give equal amount of effort and learn to trust each other.

Two people, no matter the gender, looking at a possible future together.

When you and the other person are seeing each other exclusively. You spend a lot of your

time together, or talking to each other, as well as going out on dates together.

A mutual, two person relationship where each person is getting to know the other, take care of

each other, and really loving each other for potential futuristic outcomes such as marriage.

Being able to be with a significant other and talk and do whatever you want without being

judged.

Clearly communicated exclusive (unless otherwise specified) intimate and/or romantic

friendship.

Two people being committed to each other.

A committed partnership that is exclusive.

When two people are committed to each other.

A relationship is a bond two people share. A bond that is involved with each other on a

personal and intimate level.

When two people commit to spending time getting to know each other and exclusively go on

dates together, and if sex is involved it is also exclusive to only the couple

A relationship is exclusive. Two people agree that they have feelings for each other and they

are exclusive with one another.

Being with someone who supports you. You're comfortable with them and you want to be

around them. I don't think they have to complete you but they can make you feel better.

a give-and-take relationship where the people involved can be the best of friends, there for

emotional and physical support, who bring out the best of one another, and who are not afraid

to show their true selves.

In broad terms, it is a connection or friendship one has with another person (friends, family,

significant other.) But if you are focusing on significant other relationships, I would say that it

is a bond between one person and another in a romantic way, in hopes of love.

A relationship is when two people have feelings for one another beyond friendship, and

they've decided to be exclusive.



When you intend on staying with someone

Two people in a committed relationship.

Two people that share common interests and ideals and are there to support and care for

each other.

Being in love with someone who is in love with you

Being with someone you care about and have a lot in common with. You have to have a

physical attraction to them... remember beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Trust and respect

for that person and all of this has to be coming from both parties.

Two people that are committed to one another sexually and emotionally.

A defined label on one's relationship status.

A romantic partnership of two people that are "exclusive" to each other in terms of physical

affection such as kissing/sexual activities and that give each other emotional support and

affection, though a relationship does not necessarily always include both activities.

A romantic agreement between two people to only have that one romantic agreement.

Two people who like each other, enjoy being together, and spending time together. Being

committed to that person, and only that person.

A relationship is being completely committed, both emotionally and physically, to one person.

Two people committed to each other

friendship with a special feeling for each other that you cant stand being away from each

other

A loving partnership between two people, someone who you are attracted to and can make

you happy

Having mutual feelings for another person and acting on them.

Two people who care about each other and want to spend time together and date exclusively

When 2 people make a commitment to focus on each solely, and not pursue another person

A spoken commitment/understanding that individuals are romantically involved with each

other (whether monogamous or other).

Being with someone that you love and are committed to. You are both friends and

romantically involved.

when two people are mutually exclusive. They have common interest, tell each other

everything and are honest with each other. Most importantly the two have a connection.

Two people who trust and love each other. They can talk about about anything with each

other, they enjoy talking to each other and spending time with each other, and are exclusive to

each other if the relationship become sexual.

Both sides are committed to one another. You do not see other people, you do not perform

strange acts of any kind with other people. You spend a lot of time together, share your lives,

and you don't hide your "relationship" from anyone.

Two individuals mutually affectionate of one another



When two people mutually agree they like each other and dont want to be with anyone else

A relationship can be anything a person wants. There are necessarily no rules to a

relationship, as I read in one book, but only "what works" for that couple. If people wanted, a

relationship can be needy and parasitic, used for power and resources, could be a sexual

relationship (or a steady sexy partner), could be a romantic relationship, a temporary thing

until that person finds what he/she wants in a relationship, etc. But to me, a relationship is a

very intimate bonding--socially, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, and physically. A relationship

is not selfish or controlling--love in its most purest form is completely selfless and

unconditional; it means not taking advantage of the other person; it means not using a

relationship solely for one's own means or for power A relationship means sacrifice, putting

the needs of the other before one's own. A relationship means building each other's lives, not

deconstructing them for one's own purposes. A relationship is the ultimate trust. A relationship

is when you are with someone you love and will never need to find another person, because

that person wholly completes you; in other words, the search through all the bitches is finally

over. You don't have to be in a relationship with just a person... it can also be an object, or a

talent and ability, a project, etc.

Hanging out with a person for a long period of time. Both have same interests.

A relationship is when you make time for someone to be in your life because you want them in

your life

A relationship is when you decide to commit yourself to one person. Going on "dates" with

them only.

When two people enjoy being with each other and decide that they only want to be with each

other for an indefinite amount of time. You can be talking but not dating. When you decide to

start dating the other person, you stop talking to all other girls, excluding friends of course.

Two people who like each other and decide to exclusively see each other and not date other

people.

when you are committed to that person

A relationship is when two people are committed to each other as romantic partners.

A relationship is when two people mutually decide to be exclusive with each other. Meaning,

they will not go on dates with other people or hook up with others.

Having someone that you enjoy being around.

Dedicating yourself to one person, spending time with them and primarily only them, trusting

someone else with your heart, and being constantly happy when spending time with this

person.

two people choosing to bond without partaking in "dating" activities with others, relationship

must be mutual and discussed (to determine whether a relationship is forming or not)

When both people exclusively identify being with the other

When you are committed to another person

a relationship is when two people want two be together in a physical and/or emotional manner



A relationship is when both partners see and talk to each other regularly and are committed to

just themselves and aren't open to forming relationships with anyone else.

Mutual feelings

I feel like a relationshup occurs after a couple has been a few dates and have mutually

decided to be exclusive and only see each other. There would be no suggestive

texts/hangouts with other people and you were refer to each other as your significant other/

boyfriend/girlfriend. It would be during a relationship that more physical things would probably

occur between the couple

2 or more people who have an emotional connection with each other.

A relationship is when a you make your potential boyfriend/girlfriend a boyfriend/girlfriend

When two people have feelings for each other and have discussed becoming official. They do

not want to see other people and are devoted to making each other happy and always being

there for each other. Even if the relationship is long distance, they still know that the other

person is there emotionally for them.

A relationship is when two people mutually care for one and other one more than the other is

possible, but are on the same page that there is a relationship going on.

Being with one and only one person, and having them be more special than friends.

A relationship is the commitment of two people to remain faithful to each other and also to

figure out if this person is someone you want to spend your life with without making any legal

or religious obligations. The end goal for most, marriage, is an extremely serious and

demanding decision that should not be rushed into. A relationship simulates what it would be

like to make that ultimate commitment without formally "tying the knot," no pun intended.

When you are in a relationship, you are the other person's priority. Likewise, you are theirs. If

they need to do something difficult, you are there for them and vice versa. They are the

person who brings you coffee when you're sleep-deprived from work or hugs you when you

feel like you can't possibly function any more.

Romantic involvement with someone. Could mean going steady or something more casual.

Monogamous heterosexual couple that genuinely deeply cares for one another. Someone to

depend on. Having a feeling of belonging and companionship. Trust.

I think a relationship can mean more than two people who are romantically interested in each

other. A relationship is any bond between one person to another person or group of people.

For example a mother-daughter relationship, a friend-friend relationship, and boyfriend-

girlfriend relationship are all different forms of relationships.

Both parties agree that it is a relationship Exclusive No side bitches

Generally just the bond between two people, but in this context it would probably be more

appropriate to say long term emotionally intimate interpersonal connections. I would also say

that it is mutually exclusive, between the two people involved.

I will not assume you are referring to a romantic relationship... A relationship is includes

individuals willingness to interact with each other and grow a close bond.



Yes 47 51.6%

No 40 44%

Other 4 4.4%

1 - 6 months 15 16.5%

6 months - 1 year 15 16.5%

1 - 3 years 31 34.1%

More than 3 years 22 24.2%

I have never been in a relationship 8 8.8%

Dating only one person and therefore not kissing, sleeping, or talking to another girl in a way

that would make them think you were interested in being in a relationship with them.

A relationship is a commitment between two people. No one else is involved only the two of

you, no secrets. Trust and honesty is key.

Based on your definition of a relationship, are you currently in a relationship?

How long did your longest relationship last?

What is your definition of "hooking up?"

Having sex with someone where no feelings are involved.

Kissing, foreplay, sex

Hooking up is when two people get together, whether it be just first base to home, with no

particular promise of it happening again. Sometimes feelings are involved, and sometimes

they aren't.

intimacy without actually having sex.

Becoming romantically involved with someone short term, without intentions of dating

44%

51.6%

16.5%

24.2%

34.1%

16.5%



Hooking up is when you meet someone to only have sex with them.

Making out and physical affairs without having sex

Just getting together and doing something sexual even if you don't really like that person.

Meeting somebody exclusively for sex or any type of sexual pleasure.

Either it's a fling or it's a long term correspondence that involves "messing around" but lacks

the commitment.

Getting together with a random person or somebody you're comfortable with involving sexual

actions.

Hooking up to means having sex with someone you may or may not be with.

A hook up is meeting someone for only one intention: sex.

meaningless sex

Mainly I think of sex. But I've heard people use the term for just making out. I would say either

definition is acceptable. The term is kinda fuzzy.

one night stand

Making out and physical acts

One-night-stand

sex, friends with benefits, one night stands

Situational sex acts performed out of convenience, lust and a no-fucks-given mentality.

Only using another person for physical purposes.

Anything where there is no emotional connection

Having sexual activity with someone without the intention of making an emotional connection

Having sex.

One night stand

A "one night stand", or a relationship that is for physical satisfaction only. Can be a one time

event, but usually will not last for more than five "hookups".

When thinking of hooking up I usually associate it with sex, but I also view it as making out as

well. It depends on the person.

Anything but sex

Anything sexual including making out.

Two people in a relationship or not in one that get together

Agreeing to sleep with a partner randomly without a relationship being established.

Having "benefits" with someone but are not in a relationship or do not go on dates with that

person. Example: friends who hang out as a group, but go to somewhere without the group

and "benefit"

anything between kissing and having sex with someone who you claim you're not dating

To me, "hooking up" is becoming sexually intimate with someone without the attachment of a

relationship.



sex

A lot of my friends consider hooking up to mean making out with another person, but I always

considered hooking up to mean sleeping (sexually active) with another person.

having sex without looking for a relationship

Not looking for a relationship, just wanting to be with someone for the night.

Making out or having sexual relations with another person that you are not in a relationship

with.

Getting together for sexual intercourse and not ever really spending time together getting to

know eachbother or not being exclusive.

Being physically/sexually involved without romantic commitment.

Having sex or some form of sex.

Having sex outside of a relationship. Performing other sex acts on people you're not in a

relationship with and have no intention of being in a relationship with, OR someone you do

intend being in a relationship with and think that's they only way to sucker them in to a

relationship.

Doing anything sexual with another person. Whether you just kiss or go all the way.

Casually sleeping with the same or a different person at random times.

Sex with chicks with no strings attached. Aka hump and dump

A one-time occasion of sexual intercourse.

Having sexual relations with an individual multiple times without dating.

having sex

Hooking up happens when you either randomly have sexual relations with another or

repeatedly have sexual relations with another person, since you have nobody else in your life

that you are in a relationship with.

From "making out" to sex

when two people decide to make out or participate in sexual activities with each other without

agreeing to any type of commitment afterwards.

When two drunk idiots get together and have sex

Hooking up can be defined as a temporary relationship based on romantic or sexual interest

that has an expiration date.

Getting together with someone in a physical form. Such as making out..etc

Anything past 3rd base

people who may or may not know each other well who have sex or any activities close to sex

without the worry about commitment or feelings.

Being sloppy and being ok with getting with people

hooking up Is when you have sex with someone you are not in a relationship with

Having a a one night stand

Hooking up is when two people meet and have a sexual encounter for one night.



A one time event.

Having a sexual/intimate activity happen when you are not really in a "defined" relationship.

Finding someone to have sex with

Making out, having sex, messing around etc

Sexual actions without feelings

Finding an attractive person with a decent personality and having sex with them or something

along those lines. Just a casual way of feeling good.

engaging in physically intimate (sensual/sexual) acts for a (relatively) short period of time to

gain pleasure. I.E. one night stands, friends with benefits, making out with that cute boy/hot

chick at the party.

Knowing bare minimal about the person and having sexual intercourse.

Hooking up is having sexual relations with someone and having no long term connection or

feelings for that person. You are not committed to that person and only spend time together

when doing sexual things.

Having no intention of a relationship but wanting the benefits

Hooking up, in my opinion, is having sexual intercourse. I know a lot of people who relate it to

anything from a kiss to sex.

Meeting up with a person for one night, or a very short period of time, with no intent of

pursuing an actual relationship.

I would assume this mans engaging in intercourse with someone you just met.

Hook up is a term to define people getting together mainly for sex

When two people do something sexually or have sex without being in a relationship.

Sexual interaction

Looking for a one night stand or an easy way to have sex.

briefly spending time with each other just for sexual arousal. i.e. making out, grabbing the

other person's chest or below the waist, any kind of sexual contact.

Hooking up is basically when two people meet each other either at a party or somewhere else

and they go as far as having sex. This normally only happens one time and the two people

don't form a relationship afterward.

For me "hooking up" would be doing anything sexual ( making out, touching, oral, sex) with

someone that you are not dating or in a relationship with. In my experience most friends

hooked up with someone when alcohol was involved.

Both parties know that they are currently having sex Both consent Anything to do with mouths

touching other mouths/bodies

Meeting up with someone for a one night stand.

someone who you're not dating that you've gone farther than making out with

Meaningless sex

Any romantic interaction (specifically physical) outside the bounds of a normal relationship.



Hooking up means getting together to have some lusty fun. Straight up sex.

One night stand, booty call, no strings attached, text her, she comes over, then leaves after.

Going out with someone just to have sex

Having sex with no strings attached.

Engaging in sexual activities without the intent of dating

To you, is there a difference between the terms "relationship" and "hooking up?"

Hooking up is no strings attached. A booty call, text her, she comes over, then leaves after. In

a relationship, you enjoy the other person, enjoy being with them, its not just about sex

yes, a relationship is a commitment while hooking up is something like a one night stand.

Yes, hooking up is something you can do that eliminates the emotional aspect of a

relationship.

There is a huge difference. A relationship is about the emotional connections. A hook up is all

about satisfying carnal desires.

Yes. Hooking up is short term, and only serves to pleasure in the short term. Relationships, if

you want to call them that are long term commitments, that provide companionship (for lack of

a better term), along with various other things.

yes.

absolutely

Yes.

yes, big difference

Yes, there is a difference. You can hook up with somebody, but not want the relationship with

them. You were just craving the attention and the connectedness that comes with a

relationship.

Yes. Relationship involves emotions and feelings meanwhile hooking up does not involve

emotions and feelings. It just involves sexual relations.

Yes, who hooking up refers to only sleeping with that person and has no strings attached.

Being in a relationship is more about being with the person.

100%

yes, very.

A relationship is being with a person you enjoy and hooking up is just to have sex.

Yes. Relationships can be based off of physical and emotional affection or only one, but both

are reasonably long term, involve relative communication between partners, and both

partners care for each other regardless if it is considered "romantic" or not.

There is absolutely a difference. Relationships require a connection, love, time, and a lot of

other qualities that have nothing to do with hooking up.

Yes. Hooking up is more of a one time deal whereas a relationship is committed.



Yes- relationship is being committed to ssomeone and hooking up is like a one night thing.

Even if you are just hooking up, that person is still in your life. So I think that it is a relationship

Yes. When you are relationship you are committed to that person and want to be with them for

a long period of time. You do more with that person than sexual things. You enjoy spending

time together. Hooking up is just having sex and nothing else.

Yes. A relationship is being with someone you've gotten to know over a period of time and

have decided that you want to be with them exclusively. Hooking up is meeting someone for

one night only with intentions to have sex with them and move on after.

yes, hooking up is just having sexual relations with no official relationship involved

Yes there is.

Yes.

Yes. You can't have one and the other. You have to choose. If you're in a relationship, you're

loyal to someone. Hooking up, you're loyal to no one, sometimes not even yourself. Even

though I've hooked up with people, I've never felt like it was something I needed to do.

absolutely. in a realtionship, you have an emotional bond along with a physical one, while just

a hookup is purely physical and some may have just met the other person.

Yes, hooking up is physical, there's no emotions attached.

Yes. Hooking up with a person creates more conflict than necessary.

Yes. One is a commitment one is for a WHORE! ;)

Relationship is more wholehearted, more genuine and sentimental; however, hooking up

lacks the definition of being "in a relationship" and is more so for pleasure/fun.

Yes. You can hook up with the person you're in a relationship with. For example, you can

have sex with them, make out with them, finger, etc. When in a relationship, I hook up with

only my significant other and I expect the same from them.

Yes Pretty clearly stated

Yes. A relationship tends to last longer and is more meaningful than hooking up.

Absolutely. Hooking up is just for selfish pleasure, and usually does not turn into relationships.

It's a hit it and quit it mentality

Yes, a relationship is when two people are committed to each other, whereas people hooking

up have no intentions of being committed.

Yes, relationships are more long term

Yes. A relationship is a commitment. Hooking up is just kind of sleazy and an excuse not to

give into intimacy.

yes. Hooking up is short term, just sex, no emotions, you don't even have to be friends.

relationship is the exact opposite and more

yes, when you feel like you cant be away from that person because they have that certain "it

factor" that you know when you see but you cant describe

Yes a relationship is for love while hooking up is for those who are not ready to commit to a



relationship

Definitely

Yes. Relationship is with somebody you love and hooking up isn't.

Of course!!! That's a silly question. The fact that those two things could possibly be the same

thing is disturbing.

Yes.

in a 'relationship,' two people are committed to each other and form feelings where as in

'hooking up' there are no feelings involved.

definitely.

Yes- a romantic relationship is long term, emotional investment. hooking up is a purely

physical act--not to say that hooking up cannot turn into a relationship.

YES.

Absolutely. Relationships involve feelings, hooking up is just opening your legs for one more.

Yes

Yes. Relationships are meant to be long term.

Definitely. Hook-ups, whatever they are, are more one-time things. Relationships are long-

term and are based on both physical and emotional interactions. Hook-ups are solely based

on physical interaction...in most cases. If both people have feelings for each other, the hook

up could become a relationship.

If I am using my "significant other" relationship definition, then yes, there is a large difference.

Hooking up can be sleeping with another person, but a detachment of emotion, or want of

emotional love.

A relationship is public, monogamous and involves dates, texting/phone calls on a regular

basis. Hooking up is only sexual, little connection beyond.

Yes there is a difference.

hooking up is almost like the benefits of a relationship without the attachment

Yes, hooking up is purely physical while a relationship is emotional.

To me there is a major difference between the two. A relationship may result in two people

becoming sexually intimate, but it results from an emotional connection to the person, not

because of lust. You are committed to the person in a relationship and becoming sexually

intimate with another person is a higher level of commitment. "Hooking up" is acting on lust,

not out of genuine love.

Yes, I don't think you have to be in a relationship to hook up.

yes

Relationships you are committed to one person and there is an emotional aspect to it while

hooking up is just physical

yes, a relationship lasts more than a night, while to me hooking up doesnt

Definitely! A "relationship" implies exclusivity/being faithful to a single person. The physical



things of a "hook up" would only happen between the couple. A "hook up" implies a sense of

randomness or a fling. There is no emotional/personal connection between those involved, it

is a purely physical thing.

Yes in my mind there is.

Yes, relationships have emotions and hooking up is just sex.

What is your definition of "talking," when it is referred to as a relationship stage?

A relationship is a commitment. When two people are just talking they should not be expected

to limit themselves only to that person.

Talking is when you and another person have established that you like each other, but you still

are not ready to be officially boyfriend and girlfriend.

People who are talking both like each other and are considering dating but aren't fully

committed to it. However, normally, they don't haven anyone else they are "talking" to at the

same time.

Just getting to know the person.

TALKING IS NOT A THING

talking about being in a relationship, but not putting a label on it yet.

It is between friendship and relationship. Heading towards a relationship.

when you are heavily communicating with someone to determine if a relationship is desired,

higher level than casual friendship but lower than a relationship

the first step

Simply talking and knowing that it may lead to something more.

When you are getting to know someone that you are either physically attracted to or that you

think is very interesting in hopes of dating them in the future.

Texting, calling, getting to know someone, casual dating.

Not in a committed relationship, haven't starting dating, just getting to know the person and

letting them get to know you.

Talking is the stage where people contemplate if they should commit to a relationship, while

casually dating (going on dates).

Talking in a relationship stage means that you are talking to a person with interest in dating

but are not sure yet or are in an official relationship yet; you both have just been sharing

interests so far.

When two people are interested in each other but are not ready to commit to a real

relationship yet.

'talking' is the stage where you get to know the other person and whether or not you would be

willing to commit to that person.

it's the prequel to dating. You two are hoping to date in the future but do not want to rush

things so you're getting to know each other first. Hence talking.



Talking is the stage when two people act as more than just friends but have not officially

declared that they are dating or interested (either romantically or sexually) with each other.

Hanging out in public spaces.

getting to know one another without making a decision just yet if that is the person you want

to be with

Talking is getting to know a person before a relationship

It's "pre-dating" if you will. Sometimes "talking" involves hooking up, sometimes it doesn't.

Mostly it means making sure you're wanting to date that person

After talking, the relationship is "official" and the two people are exclusively involved with each

other.

Getting to know each other, communicating on a frequent basis to get to know the other

person to see if they are compatible.

Talking is getting to know each other without a title. It's the stage before a relationship.

Usually, talking means you aren't talking to anyone else besides that one person

I think talking is when two people both are interested in each other physically and mentally.

They are flirting and getting to know one another to see if there is a potential relationship

there.

Getting to know a person, face to face or simply texting.

First off, I hate the word "talking" like what does that mean? You said hi to them and they said

it back? Anyway, I think it means you like them but you don't know if they like you. But you're

not exclusively with them and they aren't your focus.

I think talking is when you are texting or hanging out with someone a lot and have

acknowledged that feelings exist from both parties. Once you go on dates (defined above),

you are no longer "talking", but are "dating"

feelings and passion

Talking is when I'm interested in someone, and I'm trying to get to know them to decide if I

want it to go somewhere

Talking is when you are just starting to get to a know a person you are interested in that you

have not been on a date with yet.

Communicating with another person via words.

Just getting to know one another maybe a little flirting

I see "talking" as I see "dating." By dating, I believe, and I think it should mean people who

are continuously going on dates together. Talking is the same thing to me, it means people

who are talking to each other in a romantic fashion. They are considering a relationship and

are in the stage of dating.

seeing if you want to get serious

you can be talking to anyone.... a relationship has to be a commitment between two people

who both genuinely care about one another.



It's pretty self explanitory. In a relationship talking is talking; communicating with each other.

The stage where two people really attempt to get to know each other before dating.

not dating but attracted to that person and getting to know them to determine whether that

interest is more than a crush or fading attraction

The point in time when you are getting to know one another and not officially dating yet.

Communication

Talking means just getting to know or connecting with another person whom you want to be in

a relationship with.

You are in a relationship but not committed.

I feel like this is when the two people are getting to know each other and figure out each

others feelings. There isn't a definite label and those invloved can't expect exclusivity. I feel

like the talking happens before an actual date and right after the first date when they try to

see if they could go anywhere.

Getting to know someone, flirting, to see if you would be interested in perusing a relationship.

Getting to know each other. Knowingly being interested in each other.

The 'getting to know each other' stage. Sharing interests and evaluating if you are interested

in pursuing a further relationship.

Talking is sort of the precursor to actual dating; I tend to think "talking" means texting before

people actually commit to being in a relationship.

talking is when you both haven't actually discussed a relationship but you both talk frequently

and enjoy communicating with each other. You two are exclusive nor do you know if the other

is talking to anyone else yet. It is much more casual than a relationship.

It's not a thing. Yeah, people talk. People talk about relationships. People talk about actually

getting into one with the other person. As far as I'm concerned, unless you agree to be in a

relationship and mutually exclusive, you can do whatever you want, "talk" to whoever you

want.

The flirting stage that precedes a relationship in which both people spend extraordinary

amounts of time getting to know each other with the purpose of considering a relationship

Talking is getting to know someone usually through texting. It is before the dating stage

almost officially in the relationship. Talking is one of the few steps before an official

relationship.

When both people know, and that both people want to date but aren't exactly officially labeled

as dating. Talking is also when the parties involved want the next level and recognize that

there is attraction.

Interested in someone and they are interested in you but you haven't decided to actually be a

relationship

Not officially dating yet, but almost.

When you are getting to know one another but not yet in a committed relationship.



There is no such thing as "talking". You either have a connection or you do not.

Early stages of a relationship, letting someone know you're interested and seeing if it goes

anywhere

When you are in the process of getting to know someone better. You usually like them, but do

not know them well enough to actually start a relationship.

Talking is the part of a relationship when you are first getting to know each other.. You are

learning more and more about this person by spending most of your days talking/texting

them. You want to be sure that they are who you think they are and that is why this talking

stage happens before you make the relationship official.

talking is an early stage. You just get a feel for the person while you're talking and try and get

to know them.

when the person you feel you have a connection with talks to you often. they ask about your

day, flirt with you and spends time with you. They show you that they are interested in you.

This is the stage before a relationship.

It means one is scouting the territory, or each other's character and the relationship itself to

see what future actions to take next. It means neither have committed to anything serious yet.

The stage before you actually start to date someone where you talk to them and find out

about them

Dating/hanging out Texting/calling each other

We just met and are texting, hanging out, and really just trying to get to know one another

I see it as having more than just a physical relationship.

I still do not understand "talking"

Talking consists of texting, calling, or communicating just for pure pleasure or entertainment.

Two people are interested in each other and are very flirtatious and often it leads to hooking

up.

Getting to know each other and before going on a date.

when two people are interested in each other and are getting to know each other before

getting into a relationship, to make sure their compatible

Talking stage is when two people are just simply talking to one and other to get to know each

other before taking it to the next level.

Talking about things you both love as well as sharing details of your life with each other.

When you are first getting to know each other.

Texting the other person, flirting, going out. Not yet dating, no commitment, talking is just

feeling the other person out.

Two people getting to know each other

It's before you are in a committed relationship and you are pursuing dating

getting to know one another and finding out if you would want to go to the next level

Before you get together but you both know you like each other



You are talking to a guy and are talking about going on dates and hanging out and talking

about relationship stuff with each other.

Talking would be the stage wherein you've met someone who you think has relationship

potential, and you are trying to learn more before committing.

Making plans for dates, affectionate talking

You talk about your feelings and emotions.

That you are going on many "dates" with them. Sort of an indication that a relationship could

occur.

Talking is when you like someone and you are in contact everyday. It is a way of getting to

know someone before you start an official relationship.

I've had so many guy friends, more than girl friends, so this has really had no meaning. If I

was talking to my girl friends about a guy that I liked and was seeing, I would just tell them

we're going on dates. Since I was always in the "talking" stage with many men, the distinction

was necessary (but not always understood).

Still friends

Calling each other cute pet names and disclosing personal information.

Do you think social media has influenced dating in any way? If yes, how so?

Yes. Social media has made dating less informal and less serious.

It really gave birth to the idea of "talking"

Definitely. People are avoiding face-to-face contact and staying behind a screen. They have

taken out the personal aspect of speaking to someone and avoiding attachment. There is a

greater ability to remain unattached and simply fulfill desires. People need to actually speak to

each other and determine if they have an actual connection, not hide behind a screen that

only promotes vanity. Vanity now a days is more important than personality, which I frankly

find disturbing.

yes, i believe that social media has completely ruined relationships, you can not tell a persons

true feelings unless you are face to face. Even text messaging has a negative effect.

Yes, you can now go out with someone without having met them in person and without being

set up by a friend.

Yes Social media makes this private affair between two people available to everyone. For

most people I know in stable, happy relationships, this has no effect. But for people who have

just started dating, or want to start a relationship, social media creates a lot more pressure

than is necessary to make things "official", like being in a relationship is a prize or something.

This time-crunch may break an otherwise healthy, budding relationship, if either person feels

too rushed.

Yes. "Facebook official" has drawn more definite lines with relationships.

Yeah, people are more brave behind a screen now so they wimp out when they have to flirt or



basically deal with people in general in person.

Yes. People are meeting people online rather than in the world now.

Yes. It has created different ideas for people on how to date.

Yes of course because you know the only official relationship is if you are "facebook

official"....... like no people just stop. Facebook does not define your relationships

Yes. A lot of people no longer date and talk for a period of time before jumping into a

relationship. Also, many people are only concerned with hooking up instead of relationships.

Yes. It has made hooking up more attractive to do

Yes many people meet through mutual friends on facebook but have never met in real life.

Abso-freakin-lutely. People have found easy ways to cheat and to be caught cheating with

them. Or fights have evolved because of something ridiculous. On a positive note, it helps

long time friends get reaquainted or find mutual friends like I did with Sam. Our relationship

was started by me following him on Twitter. Hahaha

Yes. We are able to reach friends from the past and sometimes see them as a potential

(exactly what happened to me)

Yes, people tend to not get in relationships because they are to busy with social media

YES. I think that social media affects nearly every relationship- it was an influence on mine. It

makes it easier to gauge who a person is and what they are all about, if they have a

boyfriend, you can literally find out if they have a freaking hangnail via social media.

Yes. It has made things easier.

Yes it has, because if you are interested in somebody, you tend to stalk their social media

sites to make sure they are not strange or to learn information about them.

Yes, it has depersonalized what people say. Similarly, it changes interactions between people

because people may say something over social media they wouldn't in person.

yes, it has made finding out about people less formal and easier

Yes, I think people rely more on looks now than ever because they do not have the chance to

get to know each other in person only over the computer and are less likely to get to know

people to give them a chance.

no, i think its based on what makes a person happy

I feel like it has encouraged the hook up life.

Yes, I think significant others often become paranoid because of interactions they see their

boyfriend/girlfriend having through social media. For example, looking to see who is your

boyfriend/girlfriends snapchat best friend or who consecutively likes your instagram posts or

tweets. It causes people to be paranoid and brings problems into the relationship.

yes. social media eliminates the "getting to know you" stage. everything about the person is

already online complete with pictures.

Yes. It has made is more difficult to get to know who people really are

yes, it makes relationships less private. people post to there significant other's wall in constant



forms of affection and whether or not you are in a relationship is made obvious to the rest of

the people on facebook or other social medias

It has made it easier to meet and interact

Yes, it gives the access for people to "talk" to multiple people at once so easily; it also makes

the relationship status a necessary to be "Facebook official."

Yes - good and bad. Good, it helps people find their matches much easier, helping identify key

characteristics that are important to you in a potential person. Bad, it's caused many trust

issues and questions arise within relationships

No

Yes in a negative way. Everything has to be made public

yes, because you can meet people online for the purpose of casual sex to serious

relationships

It's made couple affairs much more public. If a relationship has been announced on the

internet it's pretty easy to find out anything having to do with that relationship. Also I feel

social media has made the whole concept of dating much more impersonal. Increasingly

people have been interacting with each other more online than in real life. This distorts

people's views of each other, as you can't see other people's flaws. the image you see of a

person online is a polished one; one that does not truthfully portray the person you're

interacting with.

Absolutely. Now people can air any dirty laundry they want out for the world to see and when

you have feelings for someone, even the smallest things can get the mind to wonder, whether

it's a like on a picture on Instagram or a retweet. Also, with social media all the information we

need to know about someone is right there in front of us and instead of asking a person

personal question to get to know them, we can just go on their social networks and find

anything we want about them.

Yes I think it has made dating easier but yet takes away the true meaning of finding a

relationship

Yes it has. Man relationships start this way.

No.

Yes, it is a lot easier to meet other people.

Yes. It has made it easier to meet diverse individuals, and also to meet people with specific

interests. It has also taken away some privacy aspects of relationships.

YES! It is so easy to meet people from all over the world now. I have met quite a few dates

online simply through Facebook, MySpace, or Instagram, but none of them were people I

didn't know in some way. It can be really unsafe if you aren't smart about it, but I've never had

a bad experience. Then again, I've been in a committed relationship with the same man for

the past 5years and did not meet him on social media. I definitely "creeped" on him before we

started dating though. Social media gives you accessibility to get to know the sides of a

person they may not want you to see.



Yes More people comfortable with putting contact info out there, has taken some of the stigma

away from online dating.

Yes, absolutely. Social media has made everyone more connected in a way that's terrible. We

know everything about one another but don't take the time to get to really know someone.

People hide behind screens and are too shy to talk to someone in person and ask them out.

Profile pictures are taken at just the right angle and they don't represent who we really are.

Yes, people like to judge others and want to see proof of a relationship.

it's definitely made it easier and more socially acceptable to find someone online

Yes it has really degraded relationships and has caused many to fail.

Yes, I do. Instead of verbally speaking, people talk more on social media. It is also easier to

keep tabs on one another through social media. Lastly, it makes it easier to meet more

people.

Yes it made it easier

Yes, people meet their significant others on social media many times, but it can also be the

use of social media that causes the downfall of the relationship.

I guess so. Creeping on someone's profile is usually involved in the early stages of a

relationship. And "Facebook official" has become a widely used term in the dating world.

Yes. Social media has replaced the need for people to talk in person and meet face to face.

Instead, people go online to social media accounts and interact with each other through

electronic means. No emotions can be translated through social media and part of the

experience of dating is lost by doing so.

Yes, Facebook has brought forth tinder which totally changed dating. It makes everything

impersonal, and a whole lot easier.

Yes, there is pressure added by social media. Comparing your relationship to someone else's

is very easy to do when social media is involved.

Yes, very much so. It broadens the range of people you are friends with/connect, more of a

chance to acquire a date.

yes. I think social media has caused more issues in dating. Meaning that a girlfriend could

take the way her boyfriend said something on a social media site the wrong way ultimately

causing problems. I also think that the dating sites have benefited dating, because it gives

people the opportunity to get to know people they might have never met before.

Yes, eg Tinder.

Yes! Television and dating apps have made relationships seem dumb and random hook ups

to be the norm. People seem to believe that relationships are for later in life and our teens/20s

are for getting around as much as possible.

Yes, it can be upsetting to the female if she shes the guy she has feelings for tweeting with

another girl or in their instagram pic. It can make that girl nervous about telling the guy

because she might not think he has feelings for her back. it can lead to a lack of self esteem

and she may never tell the guy. I suppose it could be flipped, and the guy could not tell the girl



too. Also, if you are dating someone and see the tweets or the instagram pics, you may

become jealous and that could cause a rift between the two people dating.

Yes, because people can have hidden profiles and still try to hook up with other people even

while in a relationship.

false impression. glorifies relationships.

yes, pictures

Yes, very much so. On one hand, you can get to know someone very well who is very far

away from you and build friendships and relationships from far away. Though, people can

also fake their interests and identities in order to trick you.

Yes. Romance writers and tv shows sometimes portray relationships as way to easy and

perfect. Or they scare people out of them with all these tragedies.

In a very negative way because our culture has become so sexualized, dating seems like a

way that leads to frequent sex and takes away from an old fashioned idea of a relationship

Yes. When I was dating another guy, he used to go on social media and express how he was

the luckiest man ever with crazy weird emojis. He did this often. It should have been an

immediate red flag, but I dated him for almost 2 years.

Many people form lasting, stable relationships online.

For some, it allows more access to initiate a relationship.

Of course. The internet has changed how dating and relationships work. I hear plenty of

studies where either 1/4 or 1/3 of all relationships start from social media now. It may mean a

better way to date for introverts; but the different type of people one can meet on social media

is different compared to the outside environment, too. Basically, the person has to make the

profile and pictures as spotless as possible, which can seem fake. A few times i've met the

person from a dating site, they look slightly different from the photo, because everyone uses

photoshop or a different angle to make themselves look as attractive as possible. But i also

had one or two good relationships from social media. Basically, men messages a bunch of

women on social media sites and hope one he likes will respond positively (or respond at all),

while the women sift through all of their choices.

Yes, it promotes relationships.

No

It really has. Social media is a good and bad thing when it comes to relationships. Social

media has made everyone's relationships open to the public, by that persons choice, of

course. Because you can make your relationship "facebook official" by changing your

relationship status. Also, you are able to see who your significant other is keeping in contact

with and socializing with, which could be beneficial or crucial to the relationship.

Yes and no. good people can find other people on social media, but lets not forget that there

are predators and people that catfish in the world we live in. I prefer the old school way. i.e.

talking to someone on the phone because you like hearing their voice.

yes, it has become easier to communicate with others and meet them



yes, it's a new way to meet people and it's also a new way people invade privacy to find more

about someone or spy on someone

Yes. Its made it much more easier, plus it makes the world a little bit smaller by seeing and

"creeping" on people with a click of a button.

Yes, because it breaks down the boundary of actually knowing someone personally or in my

school/neighborhood/state. It allows for anyone to meet anyone.

Yes, everyone looks at your social media and some people judge people off of what they post

even though they may not always act that way.

Yes, many people meet their love interests online now

Yes, in some cases it may have helped people find someone special, but in other cases may

have harmed them by getting involved with someone dangerous.

Yes. Everyone feels the need to post pictures of their significant others on social media and

brag about them all the time. It seems as though everyone is competing to show that they

have a better relationship than everyone else.

yes, it has made dating a public event rather keeping it between the two involved in the

relationship

yes and it sucks! It makes it so much easier to cheat and meet new people that you might like

while you're in a relationship. But i guess it makes it easier to meet people who have the

same interests as you when you couldn't find someone you liked enough within your vicinity.

Yes, I think it has made it easier for people to find a partner despite their busy life.

Yes, people dont really asked each other out in person and there are expectations of what

people should do on dates.

Yes. Social media portrays a certain group of people who seem to be perfect. Its all

complicated.

Sure. Even though I don't use dating apps, I know a lot of people who do. It makes it a lot

easier for people to find people these days. But besides dating websites, even what you say

on facebook or twitter can cause problems in a relationship. Or your relationship status. I

know people who have fought over that and what exactly they want to tell the public.

Would you go on a date with someone who asked you out over text message or
social media?

33%

22%

45.1%



Yes 41 45.1%

No 20 22%

I would go if they asked me over text, but not over social media 30 33%

I would go if they asked me over social media, but not over text 0 0%

Yes 26 28.6%

No 65 71.4%

Yes 14 15.4%

No 15 16.5%

I have not had a one-night stand 62 68.1%

Yes, I always regret them 6 6.6%

No, I never regret them 11 12.1%

Have you ever had a one-night stand?

If you have had a one-night stand, did alcohol play a role in the situation?

If you've ever had a one-night stand, did you regret it in the morning?

71.4%

28.6%

15.4%

68.1%

16.5%

70.3%

11%



I've only regretted some or a few 10 11%

I've never had a one night stand 64 70.3%

I can have no-strings attached sex 16 17.6%

I develop feelings for my partners 49 53.8%

I have not had sex before 26 28.6%

Are you able to have no-strings-attached sex, or do you develop feelings for your
partners?

What qualities do you look for in a long-term partner?

Intelligent, funny, hard working, likes to read/listen to music, goal oriented,

democrat/independent.

Family material

someone with a good personality, looks and someone I can hang around with for a long

period of time

Personality, shared interests, caring, and honest.

Trust, loyalty, futuristic goals, funny personality, very caring and selfless

Similar relations and someone that you can love.

Some one who makes me happy.

Sense of humor, chemistry with the person, similar interests, attractive body/style always

helps

Nice, funny, caring, a good provider, a hockey fan, good music lover. Someone who isn't

going to cheat, who is going to have their life together. A loyal person. A funny person.

Someone I can talk to for hours and not get sick of. Someone that will make a good father.

trust, honestly, dedication

aspirations, work ethic,sense of humor, love of movies, and love of life

Physically: 5 ft 8 in or taller, dark hair, light eyes, healthy. Personality: kind, generous,

outgoing, funny, relaxed, smart,/educated,faithful, trust worthy, honest, driven, likes to cook,

loves his family/wants a family Extra: employed or in school, can drive

17.6%

28.6%

53.8%



Dept, intelligence, warmth (seriously, they have to be warm in temperature), compassionate,

soft-spoken and collected (because I am not), clean, care-free (didn't shave your legs? no

prob, babe), a non-anxious house cat who would drop anything for me, and I would do the

same for them. Also has to be a feminist, and doesn't feel the need to turn everything I say

into a joke, because that can be very annoying.

Committed to each other and both staying together and looking at the future together

Kind compassionate respectful. Funny cute charming. Sexy

Trust, honesty

Someone that makes me laugh and cares about me and my family and their family too.

Basically my best friend :)

I look for someone who is going to be committed and likes me for me. I want someone who I

can be completely myself around.

good person

Good personality over anything, sensitivity, compassion, and loyalty, good looks do not hurt,

smiles and eyes are my ultimate weakness

Passionate, smart, independent, caring, kind.

Loyalty, a sense of humor, a caring personality

I look for somebody who I share similar values with. Somebody who is smart and can make

me laugh and makes me feel better just by talking to them. Also, somebody who I can just

have fun and be a little kid with.

someone who knows what they want in life, or at least has a general plan someone who can

support themselves someone who can support me (if need be) someone who respects his

family someone who i can easily talk to and go to for anything Someone who is a good

communicator and articulate of how they feel someone who is not afraid to be sensitive

around me

Someone I can see spending the rest of my life with.

A sense of humor similar to mine, enjoys relatively the same activities as i do, shares the

same interests, cares about their health, and enjoys the outdoors.

Compatible qualities, attractiveness, desire for success.

kind, loving, he has to be able to yell at me but also calm me down, tall, has to be passed by

my family

Similar interests Sense of humor Attractiveness Close proximity to where I live

Someone who is smart, driven, who has plans for the future and is going somewhere in their

life, sweet and respectful, and good looking.

Someone I can spend time with in silence and not be awkward. Someone who shares

interests or that we can be interested in each others' interests.

Intelligence, sense of humor, independence.

for the "no-strings attached sex" question, I have never been in a situation when that question



has come up. I only have had, and only would have sex with someone I like and who likes me

back. In a long term partner, I look for someone who I enjoy spending a lot of time with, and

who enjoys spending time with me. I think that's the biggest thing, because it means we like

each other's physical features and personalities, we probably like similar activities and we

would need to be able to talk about almost anything.

Ambition. Attractiveness. Personality. Character. Education. Someone who knows how to

constantly develop herself as a human being. Someone who likes lots of sex--at least once-

per-day if possible (but maybe sometimes the frequency would die a bit depending on the

relationship stage).

Nice funny caring respectful trustworthy similar likes honest

I need intelligence and support. Also, I need someone who is willing to deal with my plethora

of quirks.

honest, caring, open, respectful, has good and achievable goals, not a couch potato, family

oriented (close to parents/siblings, wants a family of their own in the future)

They have to be a good writer. This is very important. Good grammar turns me on. But I need

to feel something. I don't care how cute the guy is or how successful he is, if he can't make

me feel anything, then why should I waste my time with anything beyond friendship. That's not

to say looks don't matter, cause of course they do, we're human. Before I was dating my

boyfriend he told me that attractiveness is the least important thing in a relationship. As long

as you can be attracted to them, that's all that matters. That stuck with me. You've got fall in

love with more than a picture, but....you gotta love the picture. They need to be adventurous

and wild and borderline insane. Boring is one quality that I won't stand for in a relationship.

Like I said, I need to feel. Funny. He needs to be funny. Laughing is wonderful. His own

person, but still accepting of how other people live. I like the skinny pretty boy type most of

the time.

Someone who is funny but also knows when to be serious. Someone who isn't lazy and has

goals and life plans similar to mine.

Funny, responsible, sweet, caring.

Reliability, trustworthiness, similar values, similar interests (or at least openness to them), and

it's easy to hang out with them.

Trustworthy, a gentleman, protective, intelligent, funny, physically attractive in my opinion,

attracted to me, kind hearted, humble, musically talented, shy to balance my outgoing

personality.

Trust, loyalty, support, honesty, commitment

Similar values financially, spiritually, emotionally, and physically.

Funny, Comfortable, beautiful, and a person who can be a best friend.

Honesty, caring feelings, desire to be with them

trust faithfulness communication

Educated, someone who is loving and caring, adventurous, wants to travel, doesnt want to



have kids until ready.

Someone who is good looking but not stuck up or bitchy. They like to workout but also love to

eat and are not judgemental. They also love learning and reading

Loyalty, honestly, open-mindedness, cross-cultural acceptance, sense of humor, humble,

understanding, not cocky, fun, caring.

Someone who is caring and funny.

Physically, I like someone who is tall, dark hair, well kept. Other than that, I like someone who

is confident. He has to make me laugh and I have to be able to connect with him on an

emotional level and be able to talk. I have to trust him and he has to be loyal.

Financially stable, passionate, caring, determined, devoted, loving,

loyalty shared interests equivalent intelligence level Supportive

Someone who wants to do something in life. Honesty and commitment are important to me

personally. I like humor too.

funny cute caring kind family person

I look for someone that accepts me and pushes me to do my best. I look for passion within

the person. I look for someone that is nothing like me. I want love, trust, and acceptance.

Someone who has shared interests with me. Someone I can talk to and can trust with my

love. Someone who appreciates me and can be themselves around me.

Someone who I would want to spend my life with and make me want to be a better person

I look for a man who is nice, mature, has a good relationship with his family, and is loyal and

committed in his relationships.

On a lighter note, I would want them to be funny and make me laugh, as well as keep the

relationship alive by being willing to do new things and go to new places together. To dig

deeper, of course I would want them to always be honest with me to keep trust a big part of

the relationship. You can't have a healthy long-lasting relationship if you can't trust this

person. Also, they have to be willing to put you before anyone else because if you want them

to be your long-term partner, then they have to see how much you care for them and how

much you would do for them.

I look for honesty, a sense of humor, trustworthy, a Christian, shared interests, loyal, kind,

brave, respectful

Loyal, attentive, caring, considerate, fun

Good person, smart, kind, funny.

Intelligence, attractiveness, athleticism, trustworthiness. Do I enjoy being around them, do

they enjoy being around me.

Pleasant personality Fun to be around Caring Not afraid to be seen with me in public

There are a lot of different personality traits that I look for or would look for. Creativity,

passion, spontaneity, a good listener...etc

Honesty, commitment, loyalty



Someone I like obviously. You get along well together. Similar interest. Physical attraction.

Being a nice person just over all

Honesty, a good personality, a good sense of humor, and someone who likes my friends

Responsibility, morals, caring with animals and children, follows rules, respectful, no hateful

comments towards people, takes things lightly and positively, creative, likes to try new things,

likes to go out/travel, likes to volunteer their time, works hard, protective, honest, faithful,

loyal.

The person should be clean. Not necessarily a clean freak, but regular-ish shower taking, and

teeth brushing. She has to at east reasonably kind; she doesn't have to always be polite, but

she has to be able to respectfully interact with other people. Intelligence is a plus. Having the

same, or similar beliefs/world view as I do is a plus. I would like someone who is driven, and

has ambitions. I would like for her to be independent. I need to be able to be quite with her.

Non-smoker. sarcastic. dry sense of humor. Ability to kick ass if necessary. also she can't be

vegan, I ain't bout dat life.

Adventurous Confident Attractive Athletic Funny Good Cook Self-Sufficient Positive

Independent but a Team Player Leadership qualities Smart/Well-Rounded

I look for trust, honesty, a great personality, intelligent, a positive outlook on life, motivated,

and sociable.

A look for a guy who is respectful towards me first. Then, I like a good sense of humor,

someone who is an individual and doesn't need other's options to make their decisions, and

someone who is kind to not only me, but everyone around him.

They have to be kind, blonde, and be respectful.

loyalty, humor, shared interests, wants a family eventually, same religion, easy-going, caring,

honest

(sorry, suggestion: add another option to the "did alcohol play a role in the situation. i've had

multiple one-night stands, and alcohol played a part in some, but not all)

Compassion/empathy, hardworking, honest, similar interests. Those are the most general

qualities.

Since I'm at the age, with my puppy, I want a family some day. I want a funny kind hearted

man that will be a good father. Also, sarcastic and athletic and likes the same music as me :)!

I prefer a smarter person for intellectual conversations, license with a car And a steady

income. (Sam is all of this)

Trusting, loyal, caring, kind, attentive, loving, funny, interesting, different

Someone who is committed to me completely.

Someone who can make me happy and I enjoy spending my time with and I have a physical

attraction to

Honesty, Christian, genuine, fun, smart, not in a frat, similar values andd beliefs

Good manners, religion, respect, being on time to events, etc.

Attractive. Eas to get along with common interests



Trust

I look for someone who is understanding, mature, and realistic. I don't like someone who

loses their sense of self when they are in a relationship with me. I like to be independent but

still enjoy coming home to someone and sharing my day with them at the end of the evening.

Intelligent, honest, rational, loving, trustworthy

Funny, smart, good with kids, likes my family and close with his.

honesty, loyalty, friendship, attraction

I am looking for someone who is honest, who I can trust, who enjoys my company, who has

aspirations

What is your view on "friends with benefits?"

I don't understand how that could not be awkward.

I am okay with friends with benefits because I feel everyone has physical needs that need to

be satisfied in order to be happy, healthy, and productive. However, I think there is a limit to

how far it should go. For example, I don't think friends with benefits should have sex.

Two people only involved with each other for sexual acts

Doing sexual acts but nothing else.

I do not judge people who are friends with benefits but it is not something I would personally

do.

It is a way for some people to have sex. But one person always becomes attached.

Friends with benefits is a term I do not like. It insinuates using someone that you actually

have a friendship with to satisfy your desires. I only see it one way or another; you either

actually have feelings and care about the person so you are abusing your friendship or you

actually do not care about the person and are leading them on to think you actually care

about them even as friends.

Someone is always going to develop feelings for the other person eventually

I think it's okay

Friends with benefits entails more than just hooking up. With friends with benefits, it means

that you basically have a relationship without actually calling it one. You go out and hold

hands and kiss and have sec, but you do things that people in relationships would do too.

If both parties are okay with it, why not? One of them will probably develop feelings, but the

sex is okay while it lasts.

Never works

hooking up over and over again with the same person.

Basically if you are friends and do anything more than hug i believe that is considered friends

with benefits.

I think "friends with benefits" is a sticky situation to be in. You obviously like the person and

spend time with them if they are your friend, so you have some type of feelings towards them.



So when you have sex with this friend it would be difficult not to develop some type of feelings
for them, making things complicated.

As long as both parties agree on it, I think its a great thing. Why can't a friend also give you

pleasure sexually. Who says sex has to be such a sacred thing?

It can work if both partners know that it is a FWB.

I disagree with casual sex before marriage, so if a FWB necessarily involves sex then I am

opposed. If it does not (but involves other things) then it's up to the people involved. It's risky,

but not necessarily bad.

Its pathetic

I think it is ok if you are into that, but I personally am not interested in this unless I know they

have no other partners due to the raise in sexually transmitted desieses now days.

i think it could work for a while, but eventually someone will develop feelings

my "view" is it happens, but by hooking up with someone, it naturally develops into something

good or bad.

Not my type of thing

I think they are great if you are into that. If you want sex because you want to feel good since

we all know sex feels good, then great go have a friends with benefits. If you are having sex

to feel better about yourself and battle your insecurities then you probably shouldn't have a

friends with benefits.

It's a disaster

Something that happens. Not necessarily bad.

If two people are on the same page, any type of relationship can work.

Two people who have a connection via sex but not emotionally

Pointless, doesn't end well. People get attached

The concept creates false expectations when it comes to sexual boundaries. It encourages

infidelity, the devaluation of sex, and sexual partners, and encourages the "I NEED to get my

rocks off" mentality. It also has adverse affects on one's brain chemistry; where interpersonal

relationships are involved.

Stupid. Whoever thought of being a friend and having the benefits is missing out on what

benefits come along with being in a relationship. Having someone love you and be in a

relationship and having those benefits are much better

eventually someone will get emotionally attached

FWB: two scenarios. 1.) two people that are lonely and just want sex. 2.) two people that

actually like each other but can't seem to tell each other. Still involving sex haha.

I think if you want to do it, do it, but just realize it could end messily.

An excuse to have a guaranteed hookup without it becoming more.

It basically means a consistent sex partner where one possibly can have a friend relationship

too; not allowed to develop feelings.



It is an awful idea...it leads to a lot of pain in the end

They're fun. I mean, if your single I don't see why you shouldn't do that. If you don't want to,

well then that's fine too. But like I said, when you're single you can do whatever the heck you

want.

Friends with benefits is when you do things with a friend but have no plan to be more than

friends with them.

it might work for some people but it can really ruin a friendship if someone wants it to go

further than the other person does

Two friends who have sex but are not in a relationship and don't go on dates

normally doesn't stay there. I tried it and became really attached

I dont like them cause youre not committed and things get awkward after a while

It is ok depending on the person

I don't think it's a good idea

i feel like feelings always get involved even if you both agree that they won't

Terrible idea.

If individuals have a mutual understanding of what they both want (no relationship will form/no

attachments) then they can do whatever they want. Not a big deal as long as all parties

involved talk and agree.

I don't necessarily think it is a bad thing if neither party wants to be in a relationship, but it will

mostly likely end badly so I wouldn't personally do it.

It is not appropriate. You should only be having sex with someone you are in a committed

relationship with. This type of relationship is not beneficial. Most people develop feelings for

sexual partners, and if there are "no strings attached" someone will usually get hurt.

Bad idea. I could never do it. I'm a commitment girl.

Friends with benefits is dangerous territory. After my boyfriend and I broke up last year, I had

considered a FWB with one of my friends who always says he wants to go out. This is

dangerous territory because the other person could grow strongly attached while you want to

stay detached. I would say, FWB is something you should avoid because it is unknown how

one person will act, feelings wise.

I feel like it's just extended hooking up. And it's ppint less because eventually someone is

going to get feelings for the other or find someone else to be with and someone gets hurt.

It's stupid and messes with you're head. What has sex become if it's not about love, and what

then is it when it's with somebody you do truly love?

nah

In theory, it should work fine. In real life, I don't think it would. Maybe with the right people, it

could work, but usually, one person will start being more invested in the not-relationship and

either the other person accepts that and the develop into more or the other person doesn't

and the not-relationship ends.



It won't end well. It might sound like a good idea but it won't end well. It's the Harry and Sally

Paradox

Go ahead and do it

I think it's fine if that's what you want to do. To each his own.

Been there, done that. It's harder than it sounds, and not as fun either.

I do not agree with it because someone someone always gets hurt and I think sex is such an

intimate thing that should only be done with someone you love.

Doesn't usually work

I think friends with benefits are stupid. I always develop feelings for the person I am intimately

involved with so it never really works out for me because I always end up attached and hurt.

hooking up

Sex whenever, wherever with someone you are attracted too, but for me as long as the

parties involved are okay with it and are single..

I could never participate. I develop feelings for people too quickly and would become jealous.

would not take part in it

To define friends with benefits, it would be two people interacting like they are in a

relationship, without calling each other boyfriend and girlfriend. I think it is stupid. You either

want to be with that person or you don't.

If it makes you happy then so be it.

I'm not a fan

Its alright, could make things difficult/ awkward later on. could be risky

Thats okay too

Stupid. It's only to have sex and that's not right.

Just sex. Not in a relationship.

There is no such thing. its either a relationship, or just a hook-up.

I don't really understand how someone could have a friend with benefits and not develop

feelings. Personally, I'm not a supporter of it.

Friends with benefits is basically having the benefits of a relationship without the feelings. I

think it's stupid. I, personally, don't want to have the benefits without the relationship.

Hopefully it is fun while it lasts :D

very bad idea....usually ends up in one person developing feelings and then the friendship is

ruined

I don't judge people who are in those types of relationships. I think they can be healthy if done

right.

I have had them and in my experience it isn't worth the heartache

It depends on the situation

I view friends with benefits as one person having more feelings than the other, therefore

allowing it. I view the benefits as only sexual



I think it's a concept that people think works, but nearly always ends horrible.

I don't believe in it

Depends on the friend. The people can only see each other. No other involved.

I think it's the gray area of what used to be a very black or white area. sometimes sexual

nature has to take it's corse and I'd rather it be done with someone I trust and know then with

some complete stranger.

I think it's weird. I personally would develop feeling for someone if I were involved sexually.

I would totally do it if ever presented with the chance, but I know that feelings are inevitable

and that eventually one or the other is most likely to get hurt

Never ends well. Someone catches feelings and gets hurt.

I do not think it works. One will eventually have feelings for the other.

What do you consider cheating in a relationship?

Sexual contact with a person other than your significant other. (Includes making-out)

When one person in the relationship choose to be unfaithful romantically or sexually to their

partner.

Any physical contact with another person who is not your partner (Kissing, sexual contact),

and romantic conversations.

Cheating is when you have any sort of relations with another person while you are exclusively

dating another person. If you kiss or have sex with another person, you are clearly passing

boundaries of your relationship. Also, you can just be talking to another person and be

cheating. If you are talking to them using certain words and phrases like calling them sexy

and receiving nude pictures of them, you're cheating.

Hooking up with someone else.

if you like another person as more than a friend, you should stay away from them. anything

more than that is cheating.

anything that would severely hurt your partner in an emotional manner

When you do something with another person, other than your boyfriend/girlfriend, that should

only be done between you two.

Cheating is considered anything that violates the conditions that two people agree on.

Example, both committing sexually to one another, cheating would be sex with a different

partner.

The passive or active pursuit of romantic physical and/or emotional intimacy with someone

outside of one's committed relationship.

Being with someone other than your gf or partner

Any form of "flirting" with anyone other than your significant other.

Flirting, kissing, dating, or hooking up with another person behind your partners back.

Deceiving them purposely in order to be with another person intimately.



Showing any effection to another. I personally am ok with certain things as long as my partner

tells me about them and its nothing under clothes.

Cheating starts with a kiss, that is cheating!

If you wouldnt tell your significant freely then it's probably not okay. I would feel as if my

boyfriend was cheating if he started hanging out with other woman simply because he has

never had female friends in the 5years I have been with him. In other relationships I would

consider flirting or a kiss cheating.

it is okay to be friends with the opposite sex, but do not flirt, or come into contact past a hug.

having sex with someone outside the relationship

Any intentional, active effort on the part of one person to interact with another in a way that

they know their partner would consider (and who has told them) is out of bounds

If you do anything with someone besides the person you are in a relationship with.

Cheating can be physical or emotional. Talking to another person romantically, lying about

being with another person or making out/having sex are all forms of cheating.

touching,kissing, sex, or anything more with another person other than your spouse.

If you wouldn't want your significant other to do it then you shouldn't

sexting, talking, actions that only you would do with your partner

If you get past the "talking" stage you might wanna take a step back!

Doing anything that you hide from your partner.

Intentionally acting in romantic ways toward another individual that isn't their significant other.

Talking romantically, sexually involved, etc.

Going behind your partners back and going on what could be considered a date with

someone else. Or just straight up making out with someone else

I would not cheat in the current relationship I am in. I have done it before and it is awful and

creates emotional trauma.

No, cheating is never an option in a relationship.

I feel like cheating is doing anything with another person that you wouldn't want your

significant other to find out about. If something youre doing is something you would hide, it's

probably cheating. I would be upset/classify as cheating anything as little as a flirty

text/call/dance to actual physicallc being together with someone else.

Sexual actions.

I consider any unfaithful action to be cheating. This can be something physical like kissing

someone else, talking to someone in a fashion that conveys romance, or simply lusting about

someone else.

I still consider these cheating, but people can kiss or have sex without it meaning anything.

Having an intimate connection with someone else is the ultimate betrayal.

When one person is in a relationship and seeks intimacy outside of their relationship.

Under circumstances where you go into a situation deliberately knowing you want to kiss



someone or go farther just because you really want to, I think that constitues cheating on

someone.

If the significant other was doing something that I think would be wrong if I did, which starts

with flirting with someone else and escalates from there. If someone has to hide something

from his/her significant other then it's probably cheating.

any sexual contact, making out/kissing, flirting with someone to the extent that you're leading

them on.

being emotionally and/or physically involved with another person.

any romantic emotional connection someone would have with another person who is not their

significant other is wrong, but actually acting on that connection is cheating.

Talking to someone else, kissing or having any type of sexual relations with another person,

or having feelings for someone else.

anything sexual including a kiss. Also, sexting or going on dates with someone else.

Making any kind of sexual advance toward someone else, have sex, or flirt.

Flirting, kissing, anything sexual. Basically anything that my boyfriend wouldn't want me to

find out about is probably not a good idea for him to do

Sending nudes, sexting, kissing the four bases of course. Dancing is not, unless hands

wanders. I hate strippers.

If you are officially in a relationship and you engage someone else physically

When somebody basically starts "dating" another person, as well as any intimacy with

another person

Being with someone officially, and engaging in any physical contact with another woman.

If someone kisses someone else.

anything to hurt the other person

Doing something with someone that you would only normally do with your boyfriend or

girlfriend.

I believe you can 'look but not touch'

Never.

It is a relationship ender. A turn off.

I think that cheating in a relationship is straight out flirting with a sexual intent to it.

Having sex with anyone else you are not in a relationship with or even making out with

someone you are not in a relationship with.

Treating someone other than your SO the same way you would treat your SO

Kissing, performing sex acts, or having sex with someone else while you're in a relationship.

Being "on a break" does not mean broken up. I also think lying and being deceptive about

what you're doing and who you're talking to is cheating and I think having dating apps and

dating website accounts when you're in a relationship is a mild form of cheating because it

opens you up to temptation.



Cheating can be an emotional or physical thing. Having feelings for someone else or having

sexual relations with someone else is cheating.

Cheating while in a relationship is when you have a one-night stand or hook-up with someone

other than your partner. Also, if you go out on a date with someone, start talking to another

person very often, or kiss someone else, that is cheating.

Having a romantic relation with another person.

I wrote about this in one of my books. Let me copy some of that info here. "What constitutes

cheating? One definition of cheating would be performing romantic acts—emotionally or

physically—with someone other than your partner without his or her consent, which means

your partner would be hurt and not okay with these romantic acts if he or she find outs. Based

on this definition, if your partner is okay with you obsessing about others or having sex with

other people, then it is not cheating. But if your partner is not okay with you flirting

romantically with others or getting physical with other people, then that would be considered

cheating. Also, know there are two types of cheating: Physical and Emotional. Emotional

cheating would be flirting or being in love with people other than your partner. Physical

cheating would be if you touch or have sex with people other than your partner. I think girls

cheat emotionally more than guys do, and guys cheat physically more than girls do. But both

can do both. Neither type of cheating is worse. They are both bad and harmful."

Having a physical relationship with someone other than your significant other.

going behind your partners back and hooking up with another person

Going after someone else while you're already in a relationship with someone

Any sexual activity with someone else, including kissing

Two or more people who have a emotionally connection with each other.

Unacceptable

I consider cheating to be physical, so kissing, foreplay, sex. Although, I would be upset if my

boyfriend had an emotional relationship with another girl. I would also consider that cheating

too.

Definitely having sex with someone else. That is definitely cheating. A kiss is probably

cheating too. Making out even more so. "Fooling around" even more so. But yeah, you can't

go around sleeping with other people.

Physical contact sexually or romantically with another person

Sleeping (or making out) with another person. Honestly, I can see emotional cheating as

cheating (where you have feelings for another person) but those are harder to resist and if

you can have those and not act on them, it can strengthen your relationship.

A betrayal of trust

Going on a date or hanging with a girl behind your current girls back

Having physical contact with another person other then hugging

if you acknowledge a monogamous exclusive relationship and u do anything including flirting

and past flirting outside the relationship, then thats cheating



Yes 13 14.3%

No 78 85.7%

Yes 39 42.9%

No 52 57.1%

Being with any other person other than your partner

Anything even just texting another person with it being flirty.

Flirting, Kissing, participating in sexual acts, and having sex with someone who is not the

person you are in a committed relationship with.

when someone goes on a date, kisses, hooks up with, talks to or is interested in hooking with

someone else other then the person their are dating

Kissing, talking, having sex with others than your bf/gf

Physical affection for someone other than your partner outside of affection given in a friendly

manner. Obvious flirting through talking, texing, or social media. Sexting.

can be emotional or physical. talking seriously with someone, flirting purposely, even over and

over makes it worse, and obviously anything physical

Barring extreme conditions/family issues, romantic attachment or physical/sexual activity with

someone who isn't your SO that you know you can't talk to your SO about could be

considered cheating in a relationship.

Wanting another partner, and/or acting on that desire.

I consider anything you wouldn't want your partner doing to you as cheating. I think flirting,

kissing, having sex, etc. as cheating.

Deal breaker

both parties know they are in a relationship One party puts their mouth on another person or

comes in contact with a sensual mouth massage tonsil hockey

Having a sexual or emotional romantic relationship with another than your partner.

Cheating is talking to anyone you might have "feelings" for. Cheating can also just be a

physical act.

Any form of sexual or emotional (in a "dating" sense) talk or actions directed to someone

other than the other party in the relationship.

Have you ever cheated on a partner?

Have you ever been cheated on?

14.3%

85.7%



Do you feel that Pop Culture has influenced the way people look at relationships?

Yes. Popular culture makes it seem like being faithful in a relationship is not important

anymore, and it also portrays all relationships as being sexually active which is not always

true. It also makes them seem like something you don't have to take seriously.

I've never really thought about it

Yes, guys don't have respect for girls anymore and girls don't have respect for themselves

because it's all about looks and hooking up now rather than looking for someone to spend

your life with.

yes, the 'hookup culture' started through pop culture

I think people expect their relationships to be perfect like the ones popularized by the media.

Yes. People think sex normally happens on the first date now

No. People are going to do what they want anyway

Yes. Women are displayed as sexual objects instead of people. This has lead to an increase

in hook up culture and less people who want relationships.

I'm not sure, maybe?

Yes. i think pop culture has normalized cheating to become more socially acceptable or

expected. This is partially the role social media plays in relationships. Because it is so easy to

find someone else and so easy to hook up with someone, it's harder to be in a relationship

and trust the person you're in a relationship with

Yes because in Pop Culture, relationships don't last. People say they love each other, then

the next day are broken up. Then after breaking up, within a short amount of time, a person is

in another relationship with a new person saying they now love them; making relationships

seem like they aren't serious and that people are disposable and can be easily replaced.

It provides a lot of information, but I don't necessarliy think it influences it. It's just saying what

was already true.

Yes. As a whole pop culture has been progressively presenting us with the idea that in a

relationship you think of yourself first. The partnership of committed relationships are

downplayed, in order to suggest that relationships are all about what you can get out of your

partner; whether that be gifts, status, sex, money, power, etc.

Yes. I think it has made relationships more of a joke Instead of making them intimate

Yes. Culture has changed how we view relationships

It influences the features people look for, has promoted cheating or hurting the other person

physically or emotionally and had identified sex as an important aspect of a relationship.

57.1%

42.9%



Yes, I believe movies such as the Notebook and other love stories plant unrealistic views into

the minds of our society. I think it makes females and males expect unrealistic things from

their partners, therefore, creating problems in relationships.

Yes, because younger people tend to be impressionable by the media and want to align their

values with popular role models.

It may or may not. It depends on who in pop culture that people are idolizing. i.e. Taylor Swift

vs. Mylie Cyrus

Yes because now we see a lot more people in the media be in relationships where they claim

they're the one and get married and a few days later they're getting a divorce.

Yes, many people assume we should "find the one" and I believe even though sex is

prevalent in pop culture it is still taboo. I think people are rushing into relationships because

they don't want the stigma of being someone who enjoys sex.

Yes. Relationships rarely last.

No, I think its based on what the two people want for themselves and and supporting each

other and what the other wants.

Yes, I feel like people don't take relationships seriously and couples don't respect one

another. They just do it to get attention and think "well there's always divorce if it doesn't work

out."

Not applicable

Yes. It has given me a certain set of expectations of what a relationship is supposed to be

like.

Yes, the new culture makes it seem like cheating among other regretful things people do in

relationships are okay.

Yes, i feel like its not a commitment and that sex is not a big deal

No, pop culture has always been there, I feel that social media however has made people feel

more Lenient in relationships.

Yes, pop culture focuses on sex.

That either it is a fairy-tale or not always "perfect".

No. The point of dating is to eventually find someone to spend your life with. That basic idea

hasn't changed.

Yes, i feel that it has made dating and sex look not serious. younger and younger kids are

getting boyfriends because they want to look cool for their friends and they are feeling

pressure to have sex either from their partner or because they again, want to be cool for their

friends. We have shows like jersey shore, or other reality shows, as well as shows on evening

tv who show sex and dating as something easy to do that doesnt mean anything. some

characters jump into bed with anyone.

I feel as if the media has an effect on relationships because people see what celebrities are

doing and "we" as the people watching want to be like them.

Yes. Just as pop culture influences other aspects, you see many different relationships in the



media

Yes because people get high expectations that every relationship is perfect but that is not

true. No relationship is perfect.

Yes, pop culture has redefined what a relationship is. We base our needs and ideals of tweets

and pictures of these beautiful couples- but there is no insight. With #wcw and #mcm the

world has become jaded on what a relationship really is.

Yes, all you hear about is sex and divorce it feels like

Yes you have to be perfect

No.

Yes. They make it cool to not have serious relationships which is fine, but they seem to make

it seem lame if you want to commit to someone. All the portrayals of teens or college kids are

usually casual flings. Or people start to expect something out of a relationship that they

shouldn't be.

yes, because people tend to cheat more these days because it is easier to do with the

internet

Yes. I do not think that people take relationships that seriously anymore. A lot of people see

being single as the cool thing these days. You can talk to whoever, do whoever, but being in a

relationship and finding love is the best thing ever.

Yes because they have made relationships a joke

Yes. People get ideas and then get upset when real life is not the same.

yes. celebrities are serial daters, some of which cannot hold on to a relationship for more than

a few weeks. Once married, they easily and quickly divorce and move on. it devalues what it

means to be in a relationship.

Yes, I feel people don't see relationships as sacred as they used to.

I would say so. When people describe their ideal romance, it always sounds like something

from a movie. It's rare to find someone whose ideal relationship is fully based on the

relationship of someone they actually know.

Yes, I believe that people are more inclined to use things they see as a basis for their own

personal relationships.

Not me. I mean maybe middle-schoolers. But I feel like college-aged kids are above leading

their relationships a certain way because everyone else is doing that.

yes, makes room for higher expectations in partners, makes cheating a norm, glorifies

cheating in ways (boy cheats on girl for "dream girl", his actual girlfriend is mean and doesn't

deserve him anyway)

Yes and no. I think that pop culture influences everything indirectly

Yes. I think it sexualizes women too much and gives men false interpretations of how they

should treat women. I think it also creates boxes tightly enclosing the idea of both genders

and makes everyone feel as though they are wrong if they do not follow these stereotypes.

This can hurt the ideas of the "roles" you must play during a relationship, which in my opinion



arent affected by gender.

yes-- similar to the social media question, there is a societal and social pressure to get

married, have kids etc. which sometimes catalyzes relationships that either start with a poor

foundation or are rushed. There is also a lot of culture that belittles men who are "whipped" or

women who are strong in a relationship, even if it works for the two people directly involved.

There's also a problem where people overlook abuse, or blame the victim instead of the

perpetrator. There are so many more problems with society and pop culture's effect on

relationships--judging non-conventional relationships (interracial, gay, lesbian etc)--and

problems with creating unrealistic, perfect relationships in movies, literature, etc that we all

strive for-that I don't even know where to start. so short answer--yes. pop culture influences

that way people look at relationships. and not in a good way.

Yes. It has made cheating seem more acceptable

Yes because we don't focus on finding someone to spend forever with

Yes. Just take one look at the cover of any Cosmo issue and that will tell you everything you

need to know.

Yes. People want a romantic relationship. It does not always have to be that.

Yes More hookups. They're encouraged in today's culture.

Yes because we see all these celebrities and people want to do what they are doing

Yes and no. Pop Culture can depict certain relationships in a way that can influence specific

directions of views, but there are other stronger factors. Pop Culture can only influence to a

certain age, I believe. Preferably the younger children. The more educated people become,

the greater ability for them to critically think about the message Pop Culture spreads and

whether that's a proper depiction.

Yes, pop culture has made relationships more casual and less of a commitment

Yes, people look at Pop Culture as a way of life and some like to follow it or act like they are

to just fit in.

Yes. People find it easier to meet up with someone they might not have found otherwise

Definitely, just like social media, the actions of celebrities and various social movements have

made people see being exclusive as boring and dumb and idolizing hooking up.

Yes, it is in pop culture everywhere. People hook up and cheat all the time in pop culture

I believe Pop Culture has influenced people to believe that sex is just a tool to please yourself

and has no consequences. Sex is in fact pleasurable, but it is an action that proves love. Pop

Culture also acts as though you can simply get rid of someone through divorce. Breaking up

is a natural thing when two people do not work out, but divorce is a last resort. It has become

commonplace. I do not think you have to wait until marriage, but sex is thrown around like it is

nothing; it is being disrespected.

Yes

I think it has because I think people date more now because they think they NEED a partner

as opposed to finding someone naturally and taking it slow. Pop culture shows so many



celebrity break up and scandals with cheating that they make it seem like relationships are

fickle.

Yes, it has influenced it, because people see the way others have relationships and may base

theirs off of what surrounds them.

Yes. I feel like it's just all about sex anymore. If you're in a relationship, it's just assumed that

you're having sex when that isn't always the case.

Of course. Art, like music, books, movies, tv, etc, skews people's view on relationships, and

not in a good way. I think people have unrealistic expectations and standards because of it.

Art glorifies moments in relationships, and that's not how relationships actually are. And art--

shows and pictures and music--always involve sex now for more ratings/views/listens, and of

course it makes us think differently. When someone says, "Why isn't my relationship like the

movies?" It's because a bunch of people--actors, writers, etc--tell the story the way they want

it. We live real lives; we don't direct movies or take part in them. Something i wrote in the

past: "We are all bombarded with love, love, love every-single-day by stories and songs and

pictures. It makes people obsessed with love, and they can’t get it off their minds. It makes

them think, I need it I need it I need it. All of this bombardment with love affects us and we

don’t even realize it anymore. I think it confuses people with what a real, true love story

actually is."

Yes. Divorce is becoming like a "norm" and it's ruining any commitment they had. It's making

relationships and hooking up much more exceptional. Cosmo mags will throw in sex tips.

Sixteen and pregs?! Yea. Society sucks.

I believe that pop culture has influenced the way relationships In certain ways, but ultimately I

believe that a persons personal morals Determine the way they look at relationships

Yes, relationships are more casual today. Most people in college see being in a relationship

as something they have to do.

No

Yes because tv shows make it look like it is ok to cheat on someone.

We have this glamorous view of relationships. Blame on romance novels and films, but it's the

way it is. It can short-circuit our abilities to hold long distance relationships since we are

always expecting instant gratification. Nowadays, its like once people leave the honeymoon

stage, that's when it all falls apart. You get to know who someone truly is. Post-honeymoon

stage is harder, but important. We want people to be our fantasies, and when they're not,

we're filled with disappointment. On the contrary, girls will stay with guys in hopes of changing

them. Once again, I blame pop culture for creating the once-asshole-now-sensitive-flower

prototype in all the shitty teen movies, it gives young women false senses of reality. We have

grown up in a pop culture wasteland, so it makes sense that these behaviors are now running

rampant.

yes, glorifies it

Yes. I think music and movies and books like "50 shades of grey" have perverted our culture.

Women dress like sluts and then men disrespect them. Songs are about drugs and sex and



booty. Movies are about sex and money and drugs and getting laid. And books are becoming

the same garbage. It's effected our generation and it's reflecting into the younger kids even

more. It's not a good place where we are headed. It's made people more disrespectful. It's

made people want to get laid instead of want to fall in love. People through the word love

around like it happens every day. Relationships have failed. It's a romantic idea or a fairytale

now instead of something thats real and needs to be worked at. At the first sign of trouble, the

relationship has failed and its over. Divorce. I think pop culture plays into all of that. And I

think it's a sad world.

yes. Pop culture makes committed relationships look like a thing of the past. In pop culture

one night stands, and friends with benefits attitudes are accepted. Now it is ok to just move in

with a boyfriend/girlfriend, when in the past, you didn't move in with someone until you were

married to them.

Yes, I feel that Pop culture has made relationships become purely a sexual thing.

Yes - take MTV on TV. They're going to be airing a show called 12 and pregnant. Now, for me,

having a kid and the father not helping or not marrying me and jumping relationship to

relationship isn't acceptable. TV is trying to say it's okay to get pregnant without security and

relationships

Yes, sex is a large part of any relationship due to media influence.

Yes. Now adays culture has sent the message that in order to be considered "cool" men must

sleep around and if woman sleep around they are labeled with terms such as whore and slut.

Our culture also portrays that marriage and relationships are not as sacred as they use to be

and marriages are easily nullified throuhjt divorce.

Yes. There is sex everywhere and it's become accustomed to everyday things.

People seem to think of them as casual, not ever being serious.

yes definitely.

Yes; I think that we have to come to expect certain things out of relationships based on what

we see in movies, tv, etc.

Yes, I think how relationships are portrayed in the media affects how people look at

relationships.

Do you ever plan on getting married?

18.7%

80.2%



Yes 73 80.2%
No 1 1.1%

I haven't decided yet 17 18.7%
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